TDAview
An online visualization tool for topological data analysis
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Introduction

Examples of use

• Topological data analysis (TDA) has found applications for multiple
types of biological data, from image analysis to microbial populations,
gene expression analyses, and single cell RNA-sequencing [1-4].
• The most widely used version of TDA is the Mapper algorithm [5],
which aims to identify a graph that characterizes the topological
properties of a cloud of data-points
• TDAview is a free, open-source web tool for biologists and clinicians
to investigate high dimensional data using the Mapper algorithm
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Figure 1: Mapper algorithm (1 dimension, 8 bins)

Capabilities and parameters
Coloring and resizing networks based on cell-type, patient age or any
other metadata you import is simple and displays the result in real-time.
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Figure 4A & 4B: Neuronal differentiation timecourse data (distance measure: 1-|Pearson correlation|,
filter function f: first principal component (PC1), n = 12, p = 50, and k = 10)
Figure 4C: Gene expression data from prefrontal cortex (distance measure: Euclidean distance, filter
function: PC1, n = 12, p = 50, and k = 10)

Limitations
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TDAview has a pie chart category limit of 16 on most hardware.
JavaScript PCA libraries also don’t match native R/C++ speeds,
which we have attempted to mitigate by offering a JSON import
tool. In future this could enable other algorithms to be used.
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Figure 2A: Generate mapper object (Run tab) or load one in JSON format (Load tab)
Figure 2B, 2C & 2D: Modify topology using metadata and export
Figure 2E: Displays the contents of the currently selected node/cluster
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Figure 3: Technical workflow
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